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ICC Staff Data Request 

ENG 1.71 Do any of the potential pipeline routes studied by URS avoid the 
Fayette Water Company's wellfields? If so, identify the route(s) and 
provide a map that shows the route corridor relative to the wellfields. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, AB T5J 3N7 

The potential pipeline corridors evaluated in 2006 included a number of different 
alternatives for the entire pipeline project. At the time of the 2006 route alternative 
analysis, the public domain databases used did not list this public water supply. In 
addition, High Consequence Area review also did not show the presence of this well 
field. As such, no route alternatives were developed specific to the well field in the 2006 
timeframe. During field reconnaissance in 2007, the existence of the well field was 
noted. The well field is located within and adjacent to an existing pipeline right-of-way 
that Enbridge acquired in late 2006. Enbridge is currently actively evaluating options to 
address potential well field impacts, including specialized construction methods and 
potential route deviations. Enbridge will supplement this request upon final 
determination of a viable alternative route, if any. A map will be provided at that time. 
Preliminary discussions with Fayette Water Company indicate that in order to 
completely avoid the well field's sphere of influence on the aquifer, a route deviation 
from the existing right-of-way would be extensive and would impact a large area. Also 
see Enbridge Exhibit 2A (Aller testimony), pp. 4-5, lines 89-104. 
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ICC Staff Data Request 

ENG 1.72 Will Enbridge pay for any or all of the upgrades and protections 
necessary to bring its crossing of Fayette Water Company's 
operations into compliance with IEPA standards, as discussed on 
page 4 of the Affidavit of Randy Wolf? If no, explain why Enbrldge 
believes this is not necessary. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, AB T5J 3N7 

Enbridge has initiated in-person consultations with Fayette Water Company in an effort 
to identify construction measures that can be implemented to minimize potential impacts 
to the water operations and contingency plans to ensure certainty of supply in the 
unlikely event of a release. Enbridge is committed to contributing the resources required 
to support such measures if the parties are able to agree upon a satisfactory plan to 
address the concerns identified by Fayette Water Company. Also see Enbridge Exhibit 
2A (Aller testimony), pp. 4·5, lines 89-104. 
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ICC Staff Data Request 

ENG. 1.73: Explain the steps Enbridge would take to remediate a leak in the 
vicinity of the Fayette Water Company's facilities. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, AB T5J 3N7 

The Enbridge pipeline control center for liquids pipelines is located at a central control 
center in Edmonton, Alberta and is manned by pipeline operators 24 hours per day.' A 
computerized pipeline control system allows these operators to remotely monitor and 
control the pipelines and related facilities. This computerized pipeline control system has 
been designed to control the pipelines within pre-established minimum and maximum 
operating pressures. Both the computer system and operating practices include 
procedures for abnormal operating conditions. including emergency shutdown .and 
isolation of the pipelines and notification procedures in the event of suspected 
emergencies. The Control Center also serves as the communication hub to receive calls 
from on-call emergency response personnel and remediation contractors. 

Therefore, in the unlikely event of a release, automatic shutdown valves located 
upstream and downstream of the location would automatically close off flow to the 
affected location. Enbridge would then dispatch its on-call emergency response teams 
to the location and notify all appropriate local, state and federal authorities. The 
Enbridge emergency response teams would immediately begin to initiate remedial 
activities and work closely with local, state, and federal agencies to remediate 
environmental impacts and repair the line. It is anticipated that a contingency plan for 
minimizing potential impacts to the well field will be developed in consultation with 
Fayette Water Company personnel and incorporated into Enbridge's emergency 
response protocols for this location. Also see Enbridge Exhibit 2A (Aller testimony). pp. 
4-5, lines 89-104. 

1 As an interstate crude petroleum and natural gas liquids pipeline company, Enbridge's design, construction. 
maintenance and operation functions are regulated by U.S. Department of Transportation in Title 49 CFR Part 195-
Transportation of Hazardous Liquids by Pipeline. As such, oversight of operations Is controlled by the U.S. Department 
of Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PMHSA) pursuant to the Hazardous Liquid 
Pipeline Safety Act, 49 U.S.C. 2001 et seq. Enbridge complies with the regulations issued by that agency. Enbridge 
also works directly with various regional, state, and local agencies, landowners, and other interests to address the 
concerns of stakeholders and of the community in which Enbridge operates. 

EXHIBIT He 
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ICC Staff Data Reguest 

ENG. 1.74: Is Enbridge able and willing to alter its proposed route around the 
Fayette Water Company's facilities? If yes, explain how that would 
impact the route and other adjacent landowners. If no, explain why 
Enbridge is unwilling to alter the route. 

Response prepared by: 
Name: Dale Burgess 
Title: Director Southern Access 
Address: 10201 Jasper Avenue Edmonton, AB T5J 3N7 

Enbridge is currently evaluating options for this location including engineered protection 
solutions or route deviations. Upon reaching a determination on the route alternative, 
Enbridge will supplement this response and indicate how, if at all, the alternate route 
would impact the preferred route and other adjacent landowners. Preliminary 
discussions reveal that a deviation of the proposed route to adjacent landowners' 
property may not adequately address the issues raised in the Fayette Water Company's 
testimony as the water company's well field operations impact the aquifer on both sides 
of the Kaskaskia River. It appears that a reroute to avoid any impacts to the water 
company's facilities would be extensive and impact a large area. Also see Enbridge 
Exhibit 2A (Aller testimony), pp. 4-5, lines 89-104. 
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ABBREVIATIONS FACT SHEET 

bbl 

bbl/d 

kb/d 

PADD II 

Shipper 

Barrels 

Barrels per day 

Thousand barrels per day 

Petroleum Administration for Defense District II 

A customer, who transports volumes on the pipeline, including oil 
producers, refiners and/or marketers. 




